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The popularity of television shows such as Cake Boss, Ace of Cakes, and Cupcake Wars attests to

a widespread fascination with perfectly decorated desserts. More than 30 original, mouthwatering

cake and cupcake designs let everyone join in the fun. Pages are perforated and printed on one

side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Designer

Desserts and other Creative HavenÃ‚Â® coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration

and artistic fulfillment.
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Eileen Rudisill Miller is an accomplished artist who has worked as a fashion illustrator, created an

online card store, and designed dolls and giftware for companies such as Lenox and The Franklin

Mint. Eileen has also produced a variety of coloring books, paper dolls, and sticker sets for Dover.

Best of all adult coloring books bar none . Paper is high quality and thick. Illustrations are only on

one side of the page, preventing damage to the following one. Each page is also perforated at the

inner margin allowing you to tear out the illustration if need be. Hours of joyful activity.

I absolutely love Creative Haven coloring books and this one is one of my favorites. There are so



many great cakes and desserts to color that you will have hours of fun picking out your colors and

relaxing while coloring in this book. I wish there were more food related books and more variety, and

as this is the first of its type, I plan to enjoy it. A definite buy for a coloring enthusiast!

Cute, fun, girly cake and dessert pictures to color. I like all the images in this one.

Buy this one, lol! I love, love these Creative Haven books. I highly, highly recommend Creative

Haven. I have bought several of their books so far and have absolutely loved every one of them!

They have excellent detail, and really allow you to be creative!! They always too, allow you to "look

inside" the book and look at some of the pictures. Many of these coloring books don't do that, and

you are "buying blind." I love these desserts, lol! But don't color them if you are hungry, lol!!

I love Creative Haven books because they are single-sided and perforated so it's easy to remove

the pages from the books for display or to share the colouring love with friends and family. Just fold

the page a few times to loosen the perforations or place a metal ruler along the tear line and gently

pull, and nine times out of ten the page will slide cleanly out of the book ready for use. You can find

CH books to suit almost any style or level of difficulty, and this book is one of the simpler ones. I find

books like this great for relaxing with because where a much more complicated page might take me

a week of effort, simpler pages like this only take an hour or so and you get the feeling of

accomplishment much more easily. This would be a great gift book for somebody who is

convalescing, elderly, or who has limited hand-eye coordination, or just for somebody who loves to

bake. This book is a mix of full-page cakes like the cover, and display shelves stacked with

appetising-looking smaller items. Do not colour when hungry. (j/k)

Creative Haven Designer Desserts Coloring Book by Eileen Rudisill Miller is a wonderful collection

that "children of any age" will be able to color.Many of the drawings are perfect for the youngest in

the family, while the colorist in the family can have a blast shading, etc..My only complaint, too many

wedding cakes. I'm going to turn them into graduation, first apartment, first car (or new car) - you get

the drift.Pages are perforated & of good quality.This is definitely a pastime that the whole family can

do together and this is definitely a Coloring Book that will satisfy all ages.

omg I LOVE this book! I make copies of whatever page I want to color so I can go back and make

more copies later and color them again differently. I also send some to friends. This book isn't like



super detailed but it isn't super simple either. The cakes are my favorite to color. The various ways

you can color them is just too fun!

I bought this for my sister as a high school graduation present last May. She's now in college,

majoring in graphic design. She uses coloring to relax. This adult coloring book is great because it's

just the right amount of detail without becoming tedious or too small to color with markers. She also

loves pastries, so a coloring book full of desserts is perfect for her! The price tag is nice too. I'd

recommend this to any dessert-loving adult coloring book hobbyists.
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